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TRAVEL ALERT MOBILE APPLICATION
The Transportation Services Committee recommends:

1.

1.

Receipt of the presentation by Gregg Loane, Project Manager,
Integrated Intelligent Transportation Systems; and

2.

Adoption of the recommendation contained in the following report
dated January 24, 2013, from the Commissioner of Transportation and
Community Planning.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that:
1. The Regional Clerk circulate this report to the Clerks of the local municipalities
and to York Regional Police.

2.

PURPOSE
This report describes the traveller information mobile application to be deployed for York
Region in 2013.

3.

BACKGROUND
In response to concerns about traffic congestion Council has approved several initiatives
that are aimed at managing the traffic impacts of expected growth. This includes projects
that encourage a modal shift to public transit, projects to encourage additional trips on
foot or by bicycle and investments in technology to better inform travellers so that they
can make intelligent travel mode and route choices.
The deployment of traveller information systems to help manage congestion caused by
growth-related travel demand is a key initiative supporting the policies and direction of
the Regional Official Plan, Vision 2051, the Transportation Master Plan, and the four
year Strategic Plan, as noted below under “Link to Key Council-approved Plans”.
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Traveller Information Systems are one part of an overall strategy to manage
the impacts of increased travel demand
Informed travellers are able to make appropriate travel mode, route, and travel time
choices that will help transportation professionals address capacity issues in the overall
system. “Traveller information system” initiatives are the most public facing aspect of
York Region’s “smart” traffic management program. This program was made possible
through Council’s commitment to mitigate traffic congestion through the application of
advanced technologies.

4.

ANALYSIS AND OPTIONS
Over the next year, York Region is deploying a range of traveller
information media to better serve our travelling public
To support the delivery of this traveller information, York Region has been developing a
number of new “information output channels” to complement our existing capabilities.
Currently, York Region operates the following:
For transit, York Region provides a website with real-time bus arrival information,
next bus emails notifications, information over an interactive voice response system,
mobile website, dynamic message signs at stops and platforms, and a call centre that
patrons can use for trip planning.
For other modes of travel, the Regional website and social media (Facebook and
Twitter) subscriptions provide travellers insight to general traffic conditions and
emergency closures.
To complement these existing tools, the following new traveller information services are
being deployed as pilot projects in 2013:
The Travel Alert mobile application will provide travellers with visual and audible
warnings of traffic congestion, traffic incidents, and traffic facts (e.g. location of
community safety zones).
The interactive voice response system will provide hands-free audible access to
various types of event information (such as collisions, construction, and special
events) on the Regional road network.
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The Travel Alert mobile application will provide travellers with hands free,
voice activated information on roadway conditions relevant to their trip
‘Travel Alert’ is a mobile personal traffic reporting and messaging system for travellers
using Blackberry, Android and Apple smartphones. The service is provided by GreenOwl
Mobile, a Markham, Ontario based mobile application developer. GreenOwl will be
branding their ‘Travel Alert’ product as York Region’s Travel Alert service, and
incorporating York Region-specific traffic events and traffic facts (e.g. location of
Community Safety Zones). This differentiates Travel Alert from other mobile
applications and commercial navigation units that will not have this data. Navigation
services typically do not interface directly with local authorities for their data due to the
costs associated with completing so many data interfaces. York Region’s Travel Alert is
GreenOwl’s first government contract, and apparently the first such mobile application
contract of its kind in Canada.
Travel Alert provides hands-free visual and audio traffic reports advising the user of
traffic conditions and events on their route. By being alerted to problems ahead, they can
make informed decisions about taking an alternate route or travel mode. Unlike radio
reports, with the Travel Alert mobile application, users will hear only the traffic issues
relevant to their trip.
A typical Travel Alert experience is illustrated in the following:
a) The user downloads the free Travel
Alert mobile application (the App)
onto their smart phone.
b) The user starts the App before they
start their journey.
c) The user enters the destination of the
trip. Travel Alert returns up to 3
routes alternatives (from their current
position to the stated destination) with
travel time based on current traffic
and incidents reported.
d) The user selects the preferred route
and gives it a name (e.g. home-tooffice). Routes can be saved and
customized to the user’s preferences.
e) Travel Alert displays the user’s route
on the map in coloured segments
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representing real-time traffic conditions.

As the user travels along a route, Travel Alert will advise regarding upcoming alert areas,
such as:
Travel Alert! Traffic moving slowly on
Woodbine Avenue at Green Lane due to
road repair

Travel Alert! You are approaching a
community safety zone.

Information within the system is sourced as
follows:
Speed information is collected from all users of the application (their mobile phones
act as anonymous probes measuring speed).
Event information is similarly collected from other users (they can report events
through the application – referred to as ‘crowd-sourcing’).
Third party event information is gathered from broadcast and other media.
Traffic incident and closure information from York Region traffic management
systems will be fed into the application.
Proximity alerts for York Region community safety zones, school zones, red light
camera sites, new traffic control signals, and more, will be included.
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The Travel Alert Mobile Application is a new (and proven) product used by
local media outlets for disseminating traffic information
While the concept of traveller information mobile applications is not particularly new,
GreenOwl (the developer for the Travel Alert application) has a business model with four
important features that – taken together - make GreenOwl unique in the industry:
The application is an existing commercial off-the-shelf product, requiring no
development whatsoever.
It has been previously deployed for CTV Toronto and its affiliates including CP24
and a variety of local radio stations – thereby leveraging their users for our traffic
information purposes (an important consideration in a crowd-sourced data
application).
The application will be configured (i.e. look & feel, and ‘Contact Us’) as a York
Region product and provide more York Region road information than any other
available apps or commercial navigation service options (including some information
that will be exclusive to this app).
The application will ingest York Region event data, traffic incidents and closure data.
The Travel Alert Mobile application will be deployed as a pilot, and
assessed on the basis of its performance and uptake by residents over a
one-year pilot period starting in February 2013
Because this set of features is unique to GreenOwl, it was necessary to enter into a solesource agreement for the purposes of this one-year pilot program. Despite this, staff
consider the costs of $36,400 in the pilot year (and potential for $25,000 in subsequent
years if the pilot succeeds) to be particularly good value. Further details concerning these
costs are included in Section 5 ‘Financial Implications’ of this report.
The success of the pilot program will be measured in a number of ways, both qualitative
and quantitative. These factors of success include:
a) User acceptance / satisfaction – particularly user surveys and feedback
b) Consideration of Functionality
Does it work as intended?
Has the maintenance experience been acceptable?
Has the data interface operated acceptably?
Has the data always been presented correctly?
Is the application lacking in any functionality that is needed?
What is the potential for growth of the system?
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c) Accuracy of the Data
Have there been any data corruption issues?
Are the postings / removals timely?
What is the accuracy of the traffic flow information?
d) Operational Performance
Is the contractor performing per the service levels identified in the contract?
Are they good working partners?
Should this evaluation result in a positive conclusion (particularly with respect to the user
acceptance), the pilot will be considered a success, and York Region should consider the
continued use of a mobile application to support its traveller information program.
In order to promote the use of the Travel Alert mobile application, a
significant marketing and communications campaign is planned to
coincide with the launch
The success of the Travel Alert pilot program depends partially on a significant uptake of
users from York Region commuters. In order to ensure that York Region commuters are
aware of the mobile application and its benefits, a marketing and communications
campaign will be put in place to coincide with the launch. The marketing and
communications campaign will include elements such as:
Advertising in local print media, websites and existing York Region publications
Promotion on York Region social media channels
York Region media relations/press releases
Radio advertising during traffic reports
Following the release of the Travel Alert mobile application, additional
tasks are required in 2013 and 2014 to complete this pilot
The following steps will be completed to implement the Travel Alert mobile application
in 2013:
Winter 2013:

Summer 2013:
Fall 2013:

January - Deployment of the Travel Alert mobile application for
testing
February - Establish a communications program to explain the
application to the travelling public
Launch the Travel Alert application to the public
On-going assessment of its performance
Memo to Committee re Update on Travel Alert mobile
application subscription rate and performance during first three
months of operation
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Winter 2014:

March - Report on Travel Alert mobile application pilot
completion update
March - Provide an update to Council on the progress of
traveller information program

Link to Key Council-approved Plans
York Region’s Vision 2051 identifies “Interconnected systems for Mobility” as a key
objective within its mandate. Within this mandate, road disruptions are to be managed
through a combination of network detection and monitoring, and the active management
of planned and unplanned events as they occur. Road Disruption Management also
includes the dissemination of traveller information to York Region travellers so that they
can make informed decisions concerning mode, route and time of travel. The Travel Alert
mobile application is one of several initiatives to deliver accurate and timely traveller
information to York Region travellers in support of Vision 2051.

5.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The costs related to the deployment of the one-year mobile application pilot are as
follows:
Item
System installation & operation (1 year)
Data feed from GreenOwl
Data interface to GreenOwl
York Region Safety Landmarks in the Mobile App
Historical Data from GreenOwl
Total:

Cost
$20,000
$5,000
$5,000
$1,400
$5,000
$36,400

The pilot is to run for a one-year period. Should there be a recommendation to continue
the service following the conclusion of the pilot, the system operations cost ($20,000)
and (optionally) the access to historical data cost ($5000) noted above would become
annual costs.
The costs associated with this pilot are within the sole source signing authority of the
Commissioner of Transportation and Community Planning. The related purchase order
and agreement are already in place to proceed with this pilot.
In the event that the pilot is cancelled before the end of the one-year term, York Region
has agreed to pay GreenOwl all related fees up to and including the next month of service
pro-rata. That is, the service termination date would be the last day of the following
month after the cancelation notice is given.
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6.

LOCAL MUNICIPAL IMPACT
As the data within the Travel Alert mobile application is crowd-sourced, it may report on
all roads within York Region (and beyond) regardless of jurisdictional authority.
However, the detail and quality of the data is dependent on the number of users on one
road section at one time. Consequently, less information is expected to be available for
the local road system than on the Provincial highway and Regional road networks.
Nevertheless, this application shall be provided to all users free of charge.

7.

CONCLUSION
This report describes the traveller information mobile application to be deployed for York
Region early in 2013. The Travel Alert Mobile Application is a new product used by
local broadcast media outlets for disseminating traffic information. The York Region
version of this mobile application shall be customized for our purposes and will feature
local safety information including ‘community safety zones’. The Travel Alert Mobile
application will be deployed as a pilot, and assessed as to its benefits over a one-year
period starting in February 2013. This pilot will complement our existing website and
social media services.
Staff shall be reporting to Committee in Fall 2013 with a report concerning the Travel
Alert mobile application subscription rate and performance during first three months of
operation.
For more information on this report, please contact Steven Kemp, Director, Traffic
Management and Intelligent Transportation Systems at Ext. 5226.
The Senior Management Group has reviewed this report.

Measures of Success


User acceptance / satisfaction




Number of users & amount of use

Functionality


Does the app deliver on its purpose?



Accuracy



Operational / business considerations
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Marketing & Communications Plan


Proactive media relations – media demos



Online and print media campaign



Targeted advertising (e.g. CAA Magazine)



Social Media & YouTube



680 News Tags over long weekends



Events – e.g. Public Works Family Fun Day



Cross-promo with vivaNext & YRT website
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Budget Overview


$25,000 to $30,000 for one year pilot



Approximately $5000 to get York Region data into
Travel Alert



Approved in 2013 Budget
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Current Status


Have completed:


Configuration of system



Branding



Marketing materials



Application submitted to Apple, Google and Blackberry for
their app store sites



Available February 18th (in 2 weeks)
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Conclusions


A better informed traveller = a safer traveller



Travel Alert will deliver congestion and hot-spot
information to users en-route



1-year pilot will be evaluated on the value it brings in
terms of usage and effectiveness



Look for it in your mobile application store on Feb 18th
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